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With this presentation I would like to shed some light on a sector of residential heating
that is often neglected by policy-makers in Member States, but also the EU. One reason
for this neglection is the structure of the industry, with a high number of microenterprises and SMEs, and therefore a lack of lobbying ressources to defend the interests.
Nevertheless, small scale biomass heating plays an important role in a lot of countries,
and there is even more potential! At the end of my presentation, I would like to solve this
mathematical equation. And I will show that small scale biomass heating is an important
cornerstone in every strategy to secure a safe supply of residential heat in EU member
states.
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Issue 1: Secure supply of energy for heating?
Insufficient
Insufficientinfrastructure
infrastructure

Russia-Ukraine
Russia-Ukrainegas
gasdispute
dispute
Austria– supplies down by around 33%
Croatia – supplies down by around 33%
France – supplies down by 25–30%
Hungary – Russian imports down 40%
Italy – Russian imports down 24%
Romania – supplies down by around 20%
Slovakia – supplies down by around 33%

„Europe faces the growing threat of
electricity shortages because growth in
demand has outstripped investment in
new power stations“. *
*Financial Times, October 11, 2006

Different
Differentcatastrophes
catastrophes
Ireland, GB

Canada

France, Germany

Germany (Munich)

Lothar; 1999

Freezing; 1999, 2003

Over 300.000 people
lost power for days and
weeks

Over 100.000 without
heating due to district
heating failure

Gudrun; 2006
Over 300.000
households lost power
for days, 25.000 for
weeks.

Ice storm; 1998
Over 4 Million people
lost power for weeks.

1998
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Denmark, Germany

Germany, Austria

Austria (Carinthia)

Anatol; 1999

Flodding; 2002

Snow chaos; 2004

Power outage on Sylt (30.000
people) for days

Over 300.000 people lost
power for days

Over 6.000 households
lost power for days.

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
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One of the most important issues in these days and the coming years will be to secure the
supply of energy, also for residential heating. Today we face several challenges when it
comes to that.
First of all, due to lack of investments and a growing demand, our current electricity
networks and grids are becoming inadequate to deal with current demands. Due to
relatively mild summers in the past 2 years, it was 2006 when this issue become
appearent, with major grid breakdowns in Italy, Germany, etc. Experts estimate that this
will be a major threat in the near future.
Second, natural catastrophies are trheatening or energy supply on a regular level. I don‘t
want to speculate whether this events are caused by global warming or not (there are
better experts with a lot of PhDs before their name). But fact is, that these catastrophies
occur on a regular level and we have to face them. On the timeline you can see some of
the supra-regional disasters that took place, and it shows how many households were
affected by a loss of energy and heat.
Third, Europe is very much depending on gas imports from outside. The most important
supplier is Russia, and I think through recent events everyone in Europe was reminded of
this dependency on Russian gas. But more to that on the next slide.
So why is also a loss of electricity affecting residential heating? Because without it,
nearly all heating systems stop working. District heating networks stop delivering heat,
central heating systems in a multi-family house stop working, gas-appliances in flats
won‘t deliver warm water. All these appliances need current for their control systems,
pumps, etc.
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Gas crisis
Dependency on Russian gas. Source: ECFR

Disputes so far
1992, 1993, 1994: Gas supplies suspended
several times
2005/2006: Reduced supply to Europe (e.g.
Austria & Slovakia -33%, Hungary,
Slovenia -40%, Serbia, Croatia -100%, ..)
2007 threat to cut of supply, no real cut
2008 Cut of supply to Ukraine
2009 Cut of supply to Europe
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Effects on district heating, central
heating (examples)






45,000 households in Bulgaria
76,000 households in Sarajevo
70,000 people in Serbia's Novi Sad
In other CEE-countries, similar effects
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Some more details about the effects of the gas dispute between Russia and Ukraine. As
you can see, it is predominantly CEE-countries that are highly dependent on Russian gas,
via Ukraine. The recent gas crisis proofed that the hard way when Russia completely
stopped their deliveries. Now, some might argue that this was a singular event and will
not happen in the future. This is explainable because memory is short lived and we tend
to forget negative things in the past. But to argue that, I have put together the history of
formar gas crisis between Russia and Ukraine – so do you really think it will not happen
in the future? Especially when we are facing an economic crisis where national interests
are defended on the cost of other nations?
Either way, it is end consumers that have to pay the price: they are not able to heat their
homes, even in the coldest winters. National authorities, also from Lithuania, have to find
answers to that.
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Issue 2: EU Energy & climate package

 EU independent commitment: Reduce EU GHG emissions
by at least 20% in 2020 compared to 1990
 Energy/climate Package:
 Energy efficiency: 20% improvement by 2020
 Renewable energy: 20% mandatory objective by 2020
 differentiation of targets between countries

At least
-20 %
CO2

 Biofuels target of 10% by 2020

Target for Lithuania: From 15% (2005) to 23% (2020)
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A second major issue that is affecting member states are the targets that the EU has set in
the energy and climate package. The goal is to reduce CO2-emissions by 20% - this is
achieved through an 20% improvement of energy efficiency, a mandatory 20% share of
renewable energy and other additonal target, all by the year 2020.
For Lithuania, the target was set to 23%, coming from 15%. The next slide will show
some of the current initiatives of the EU to reach this goal.
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Key EU policies to meet 20/20/20 targets
 EU CO2 emissions trading scheme
 Promotion of electricity from renewable energy
 Promotion of heat from renewable energy
 Promotion of combined heat and power (CHP)
 Improvements in the energy performance of buildings and energy
efficiency in large industrial installations
 Promotion of the use of energy-efficient appliances
 Promotion of biofuels in transport
 Reducing the average carbon dioxide emissions of new passenger cars
 Energy taxation
 Biomass action plan (2010)
 Reduction of fluorinated gases
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The important thing here is that all of these initiatives are affecting individual member
states, and most of them even call for specific action. 2 examples in the field of
residential heating are the demands for National Biomass Action plans to be developed,
as well as National renewable Energy Action plans. Both of them will be demanded by
the EU, and every MS has to deliver that.
As a summary from this first part: Citizens as well as the EU demand from the national
governments to find answers to 2 main issues. First, to provide measures for a secure and
stable supply of energy for heating in the individual homes. And second, to fullfil the
demands given by the EU in order to fight climate change.
And now I will show you how small scale biomass heating will contribute to that goals.
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Positive socio-economic effects (e.g. local employment in rural areas)
Reduced dependence from unreliable fossil fuel sources
Significant contribution to CO2-savings by substituting fossil fuels
Cost effective for public spending (around 10 EUR/t CO2)
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Here you can see the benefits of the value chain biomass as fuel – heating appliances –
chimneys – chimney sweeps.
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Biomass, appliances

- Various types of wood
biomass like chips, logs or
pellets are available to be
used in the different types of
individual heating systems
- Biomass is cheaper than
fossil fuels
- The quality of biomass fuel is
constantly improving through
the creation of fuel quality
standards
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- Can be used for primary/
secondary heating with efficiency levels of more than 90%
- Modern wood burning
appliances produce low
emissions of CO and
particulate matters (e.g. PM10)
- The use of stoves during
seasonal transitions
improves overall efficiency
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Some more details for each actor of the chain.
(e.g. quality of biomass, maintain efficient and clean burning, …).
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Chimneys, chimney sweeps

- Chimneys provide for a proper
dilution of flue gases, ensuring
the safety of the consumer and
environmental protection

- Competent installers are
energy experts and can
advise on the optimal
heating systems

- An efficient, well insulated
chimney enables an appliance
to work at peak efficiency and
produce the lowest emission
levels

- Chimney sweeps maintain a
high level of safety through
regular cleaning, inspection
and emission measurement

- Suitable chimneys allow to choose
always the most efficient heating
systems, even future ones.
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- Chimney sweeps can also
give consumers advice on
the optimal use of biomass
heating
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Here the other 2 actors.
With the now following slides, I want to present some more aspects for the parts of
biomass as a fuel, and the chimney as part of the system.
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Detail Biomass: Targets for 2020

Association Européenne pour la BIOMasse
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This graph shows where the use of biomass for heating might go in the future. One target
is already fixed, which is the target of 75 Million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) by 2010.
But when analysing the current potential in the market, a more ambitous goal can be set,
which is 120 Mtoe by 2020. the next slide shows what this means in terms of
contribution to Co2-savings.
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Detail Biomass: Saving potential biomass to heat

Year
1990
2003
2020

Mt CO2
3775
3853
3020

Change
+ 2% (78 Mt)
-20% (-833 Mt)

C02 Emissionen, EU-25, Million Tonnen CO2. Source: AEBIOM

Technology

CO2saving Mt

70 Mtoe biomass to heat
(replaces oil)

217

70 Mtoe biomass to heat
(replaces electricity)

350

Total

567

Saving potential CO2. Source: AEBIOM
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Here, the first table shows the amount of CO2 that has to be saved by 2020 according to
the 20/20/20 binding target. And table 2 gives you an indication about the share that
using biomass can contribute. Only for heat this is already more than 25%!
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Detail chimneys: Safety chimney
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Only requirement is a suitable chimney to convey flue
gases safely to the outside
Allows for a wood stove to being connected for heating at
least one room (kitchen, living room)
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And the second part I want to get closer to is the role of chimneys. One can develop the
best strategies for increasing the usage of biomass in heating appliances, to save CO2 and
reduce the dependency on foreign fuels. But these strategies cannot be implemented
without taking into consideration chimneys.
Chimneys are a structural prerequiste for being able to use biomass heating appliances.
Without a chimney, stoves, boilers, etc. cannot be used. Chimneys guarantee that flue
gases are safely conveyed to the outside int o the air, providing for a proper dilution of
the flue gases. And chimneys are tested to the highest requirements of CEN and EOTA,
to ensure safety and efficiency.
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Detail chimneys: Legislative activities
Austria: Mandatory in 6 provinces
Turkey: Mandatory in Istanbul
and Ankara

Croatia: Mandatory for Multifamily
houses

Slowenia:
Mandatory for MFH
Norway: Mandatory;
Precaution against Black-outs

FIN
S
N
RUS
EE
IRE

LV

DK

Safety
Safety chimney:
chimney:

LT
UK

Structural
Structuralrequirement
requirementthat
thatat
atleast
leastone
one
room
is
heatable
by
solid
fuel
appliance.
room is heatable by solid fuel appliance.

P

D

B

CZ

UKR

SK

F
CH

I

A
H
SLO
HR
BIH
SCG

RO

TR
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Slowakei: to be introduced

France: Mandatory; Introduction after
heavy storm

Ungarn: to be introduced

Czech Republic: Introduced
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Many countries have recognised the importance of chimneys in their strategy to increase
independence of individuals in flats and houses. Unfortunately, economic interests often
prevent e.g. Multi-family houses from being equipped with a chimney. Therefore, many
countries have introduced a law, making a so called safety chimney mandatory for each
dwelling.
This is to ensure that every citizen, regardless of the social status, is able to use an
economic wood stove in case of distruptions of energy supply for heating.
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Small Scale Biomass Heating vs. EU-policies

supports

Secure
Securesupply
supplyof
ofenergy
energy
for
forheating
heating

supports

Energy
Energyusing
usingProducts
Products

Provides for modern, most energy
efficient heating appliances with
condensing technology.

supports

Biomass
Biomassaction
actionplan
plan

Enables users to use CO2-neutral
biomass. Fullfills special
requiremtents regarding safety,
durability.

supports

Kyoto-target;
Kyoto-target;
CO2-savings
CO2-savings

Enables users to use CO2-neutral
biomass. Fullfills special
requiremtents regarding safety,
durability.

supports

European
EuropeanEnergy
Energy
Consumers‘
Consumers‘Charter
Charter

Even in case of disruptions of
electricity, gas => heating possible

„…ensure, that all consumers are
supplied with energy“
„…ensure exercise of choice…“
„…key criteria: Sustainability,
Security of supply…“
„…prevent fuel-poverty…“*
*COM(2007)386 final „Towards a European Charter
on the Rights of Energy Consumers“
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This slide should quickly summarise how small scale biomass heating contributes to
current EU-policies.
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European platform for Small Scale Biomass Heating

+

+
European
Biomasss
Association

European
Fireplaces
Association

+
European
Chimneys
Association

European
Chimney
Sweeps
Association

Goal of platform
 Contributing to relevant key-policies of EU
 Supporting development of National Actions Plans
(Renewables Directive)
 Coordinating activities to promote Small Scale Biomass
Heating
 supported by
 www.biomass-heating.eu
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In the beginning I mentioned that up to now no lobby was defending the interests of this
value chain on EU level. This was changed at the beginning of this year when a platform
of the above mentioned European Association was founded.
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Benefits for Small Scale Biomass Heating
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Now, at the end of my presentation, i would like to solve the equation as I see it: that this
value chain contributes to a secure supply of heating also for our future generation!
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Thank you!
Contact details:
Thomas Mühl
Schiedel AG
Schönbrunner Str. 289, A-1120 Vienna
T: +436648155608;
E:thomas.muehl@schiedel.com
Schiedel Kaminu Sistemos UAB
Menulio g. 7, LT-04326 Vilnius
Tel.:00370 5 241 43 51,
Fax:00370 5 241 35 03
Email: ofisas@schiedel.lt
Web:
www.schiedel.lt
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Heating dependend on electricity
Zone of comfort

Health risk

above 19°C

below 15°C

Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic

Fossile

Gas
Gas
Oil
Oil
District
District
heating
heating

No heating of rooms
No warm water
Cooling down behaviour

Solar
Solarthermal
thermal

Heat
Heatpumps
pumps

Central




Pellets
Pellets

Temperatur of building substance

„Renewable“

Individual

Wood
Woodstoves
stoves

Passive house / massive
Passive house / light
Low energy / massive
Low energy / light
NEH / massive
NEH / light
Energysaving house / mas.
Energysaving house / lght.
New built standard / mas.
New built standard / lght.
Old building / mixed

Time [h]
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LOT 15: Setting minimum requirements for
efficiency/emissions

Appliance
Appliance

Efficient
heating systems
Fuel
Fuel
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Chimney
Chimney
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Proposal of eca. Hope, that chimney gets an equal importance as it was in LOT 1.
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Standardisation activities for chimneys

Adaption of standards underway:

TC166 „Chimneys“

• Soot-fire resistance: Chimney withstands unintended 1000°C
fire
• Wet application: Chimney is resistance against water vapour
coming from low flue gas temperatures
• Corrosion: Chimney suitable for all types of fuels, also new
ones like crops, corn, etc…

Creation of standards underway:

TC350 „Sustainability“
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• Aim: Set a methodology of how to assess a building in terms of
sustainability.
• Status: Discussions ongoing of how chimneys can be included:
• Better assessment than through-the-wall appliances
• Ability to heat one room in case of power failures.
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Conclusion: CEN has taken up the challenge to set standards for chimneys to meeting the
reuqirements of high-efficient biomass appliances.
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